Molecular and cellular mechanisms, pathogenesis, and treatment of insulin-dependent diabetes obtained through study of a transgenic model of molecular mimicry.
The portrait of autoimmune diabetes mellitus or type I diabetes can be copied by a transgenic model in which either the nucleoprotein (NP) or glycoprotein (GP) of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) is expressed in beta cells of the islets of Langerhans. In the absence of further environmental insult, diabetes does not occur. However, when LCMV or a dissimilar virus that shares cross-reactive T cell epitopes with LCMV initiates infection, diabetes ensues. If the self "viral" transgene is expressed only in the beta cells, then diabetes occurs acutely within 8 to 12 days. Specific antiviral (self) CD8 T cells are mandatory for disease, but CD4 T cells are not. In this instance, diabetes can occur in the absence of infection if interferon gamma or B7.1 molecules are also expressed in the islets but not when IL-2, IL-4, IL-10, or IL-12 is similarly expressed. In contrast, both CD8 and CD4 antiviral (self) specific T cells are required when the self "viral" transgene is expressed concomitantly in beta cells and in the thymus. In this instance, infection by LCMV or cross-reacting virus is essential to cause diabetes. Further, the time from onset of infection until disease depends, in part, on the host's MHC background and its quantitative influence on negative selection of high-avidity antiviral (self) T cells. Knowledge of the cells, their numbers, and the molecules required to cause diabetes allows the design of successful strategies to treat and prevent the autoimmune disease.